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International Conference on Intelligent Data Communication Technologies and Internet of Things (ICICI) 2018 (Lecture Notes on Data Engineering and Communications Technologies)Springer, 2018

	
		This book discusses data communication and computer networking, communication technologies and the applications of IoT (Internet of Things), big data, cloud computing and healthcare informatics. It explores, examines and critiques intelligent data communications and presents inventive methodologies in communication technologies and...
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Anywhere Computing with Laptops: Making Mobile Easier (One-Off)Que, 2005
You bought your Centrino laptop computer because of its ease-of-use and portability. But are you using your laptop to its maximum potential? Anywhere Computing with Laptops: Making Mobile Easier will show you what to expect when buying and configuring your laptop and how to use built-in features such as digital...
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Learning Red Hat LINUX: Guide to Red Hat LINUX for New UsersO'Reilly, 1999
Learning Red Hat Linux walks the reader through the process of installing, configuring, and using Red Hat Linux 6 and some of its most popular applications. Networking coverage includes essential local area network configuration, plus excellent coverage of Samba setup and the process of establishing a Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)...
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Basic Statistics Using SAS Enterprise Guide: A PrimerSAS Institute, 2007
Now it's easy to perform many of the most common statistical techniques when you use the SAS Enterprise Guide point-and-click interface to access the power of SAS. Emphasizing the practical aspects of the analysis, this example-rich guide shows you how to conduct a wide range of statistical analyses without any SAS programming required. One or...
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Reflections on the Teaching of Programming: Methods and Implementations (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
This state-of-the-art survey, reflecting on the teaching of programming, has been written by a group of primarily Scandinavian researchers and educators with special interest and experience in the subject of programming. The 14 chapters - contributed by 24 authors - present practical experience gathered in the process of teaching programming and...
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Handbook of Information ManagementEuropa Publications Ltd, 2001
I am very pleased to introduce this new edition of the Handbook. Formerly entitled Handbook of Special Librarianship and Information Work, this represents the eighth edition of what is generally regarded as Aslib’s ‘flagship’ reference work, the seminal text on modern information theories, procedures and practices since 1955....
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Ubuntu on a Dime: The Path to Low-Cost Computing (Path to Low Cost Computing)Apress, 2009
You know that Ubuntu software costs nothing. Now you want the PC system that costs as little as possible and runs Ubuntu and OS applications without complaints and calls to tech support.
So you spend your hard–earned dollars on the hardware only and have your own optimized Ubuntu PC. This is the book that will show you how to get what you...
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C Interfaces and Implementations: Techniques for Creating Reusable SoftwareAddison Wesley, 1996

	Programmers are inundated with information about application programming interfaces, or APIs. Yet, while most programmers use APIs and the libraries that implement them in almost every application they write, relatively few create and disseminate new, widely applicable, APIs. Indeed, programmers seem to prefer to “roll their own”...
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Information Retrieval: Searching in the 21st CenturyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	In the forty years since I started working in the field, and indeed for some years before that (almost since Calvin Mooers coined the term information storage and retrieval in the 1950s), there have been a significant number of books on information retrieval. Even if we ignore the more specialist research monographs and the...
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Pro Windows 8 Development with HTML5 and JavaScriptApress, 2012

	Apps are at the heart of Windows 8, bringing rich and engaging experiences to both tablet and desktop users. Windows 8 uses the Windows Runtime (WinRT), a complete reimagining of Windows development that supports multiple programming languages and is built on HTML5, CSS and JavaScript. These applications are the future of Windows development...
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Engineering Long-Lasting Software: An Agile Approach Using SaaS and Cloud Computing, Beta EditionStrawberry Canyon, 2012

	(NOTE: this Beta Edition may contain errors. See http://saasbook.info for details.) A one-semester college course in software engineering focusing on cloud computing, software as a service (SaaS), and Agile development using Extreme Programming (XP). This book is neither a step-by-step tutorial nor a reference book. Instead, our goal is to...
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Blockchain for Enterprise: Build scalable blockchain applications with privacy, interoperability, and permissioned featuresPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Implement blockchain principles in your choice of domain using Ethereum 

	
		Key Features

		
			Build permissioned enterprise-grade blockchain applications from scratch
	
			Implement Blockchain-as-a-Service to enterprises in terms of deployment and security
	
			Achieve...
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